
CR-V Steel Insulated Set - 24pcs 
24 piece insulated tool kit, specifically engineered for electrical work.  
In accordance with IEC 60900:2004 standard and with VDE & GS approved
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Kit Contents 

 7 Wrenches (Single opened End)

1 Pliers (Lineman)

1 Pliers (Diagonal)

3 Screwdrivers (Slotted)

4 Screwdrivers (Phillips)

 7 Sockets 1/2"

1 Wrench (Sliding T)

Part #WD541



156 pc Crimping & Stripping Tool Set 
W/ Assorted Dies and Wire 
Aven's professional grade crimping tool has a smooth and efficient ratcheting mechanism that creates uniform 
and secure crimps. Ideal for professional electricians and DIY enthusiasts. Tool and dies are made from alloy steel 
for durability. This kit includes 1 wire crimper frame, 5 quick-change dies, 1 wire stripper, 148 piece wire connector 
set, and 1 hard plastic case for easy travel and storage.
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10171-KIT  Contents
1 wire crimper frame

5 wire crimper dies

1 Wire Stripper

1 set of assorted terminals in a clear plastic storage box

1 storage case

Quick Die
Exchange

Easily Strip 
Wire

With 5 
Gauge 
Settings 

Easy to Use

Rubberized 
Grips

156 pc
Tool Kit

For 
Crimping & 

Stripping
No Tools 
Required



6 pc Crimping Tool Set 
W/ Assorted Dies 
Aven's professional grade crimping tool has a smooth and efficient ratcheting mechanism that creates uniform and secure crimps. 
Ideal for professional electricians and DIY enthusiasts. Tool and dies are made from alloy steel for durability. This kit features 
quick-change dies that are easy to exchange with no tools required. 

Quick Die
Exchange

 Adjustable 
Tension 

6 Settings Easy to Use

Rubberized 
Grips

6 PC 
Tool Kit

Inter-
changeable 

Dies 

No Tools 
Required
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10170-Kit Contents

1 Wire Crimper Frame

5 Wire Crimper Dies

1 Hard Plastic Case 

F1 F DAA3
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Crimping Tool Frame

Aven’s professional-grade crimping tool frame has a smooth and efficient ratcheting mechanism that creates uniform and secure crimps. A variety of dies 
to extended the versatility of this tool are available. Ideal for professional electricians and DIY enthusiasts. Tool and dies are made from alloy steel for 
ultimate durability.

•Patented design allows for quick die change without any tools
•Built-in ratchet applies correct pressure to ensure a complete crimp every time
•Ergonomic comfortable handles ensure a cushioned and non-slippery surface
•Replacement dies available for a variety of terminals, all sold separately

CRIMPING TOOL FRAME & REPLACEMENT DIES

SKU ITEM NAME JAW TYPE AWG DIN WEIGHT PRICE
10195 Crimping Tool Frame N/A 22/20/18/16/14/12 N/A 1.2lbs $30.83

10189D Crimping Die A3 A3 26-22/24-18/22-16 N/A 0.2lbs $20.83

10188D Crimping Die A A 22-18/6-14/12-10 N/A 0.2lbs $20.83

10187D Crimping Die F1 F1 N/A 25/35 MM2 0.2lbs $20.83

10178DS Crimping Die D for Cord End Terminals D 22/20/18/16/14/12 0.5, 0.75,1.0,1.5,2.5,4.0 MM2 0.2lbs $18.54

10179DS Crimping Die F F 10/8/6 6/10/16 MM2 0.2lbs $18.54

10190D Crimping Die A1 for Heat Shrink Butt Terminals A1 22-18/16-14/12-10/8 N/A 0.2lbs $20.53

10187D

10188D

Quick Die 
Exchange

No Tools 
Required  6 Settings

Adjustable  
Tension

Easy to Use

Rubberized 
Grips

Exchange Dies with Ease—No Tools Required

Dies sold separately

Quick die 
replacement, 

no tools required!

Rubberized comfort grips

Alloy steel for ultimate durability

Built-in ratchet applies 
correct pressure 
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Crimping Tool for Large Insulated Ferrules
AWG 4 & 2

Aven’s professional-grade crimping tool has a smooth ratcheting mechanism that creates uniform and secure crimps every time. A precise 
ratcheting mechanism ensures the same amount of crimping force for all crimps. The patented design allows for quick die change without any 
tools and ergonomic handles are made from a special bi-component material, ensuring a cushioned and non-slippery surface. Replacement 
dies sold separately in a variety of terminals. 

•Patented design allows for quick die change without any tools
•Built-in ratchet applies correct pressure to ensure a complete crimp every time
•Ergonomic comfortable handles ensure a cushioned and non-slippery surface
•Replacement dies available for a variety of terminals

CRIMPING TOOL FOR LARGE INSULATED FERRULES, AWG 4 & 2

SKU JAW TYPE DIN WEIGHT PRICE
10187 F1 25/35 MM2 1.2 lb $51.66

Built-in ratchet applies correct pressure 
to ensure a complete crimp every time

Rubberized comfort grips

Precisely milled, hardened steel dies

Quick Die 
Exchange

No Tools 
Required  6 Settings

Adjustable  
Tension

Easy to Use

Rubberized 
Grips

Exchange Dies with Ease—No Tools Required

Quick die 
replacement, 

no tools required!
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Crimping Tool for Insulated Terminals 
AWG 22-18/6-14/12-10

Aven’s professional-grade crimping tool has a smooth ratcheting mechanism that creates uniform and secure crimps every time. A precise 
ratcheting mechanism ensures the same amount of crimping force for all crimps. The patented design allows for quick die change without any 
tools and ergonomic handles are made from a special bi-component material, ensuring a cushioned and non-slippery surface. Replacement 
dies sold separately in a variety of terminals.

•Patented design allows for quick die change without any tools
•Built-in ratchet applies correct pressure to ensure a complete crimp every time
•Ergonomic comfortable handles ensure a cushioned and non-slippery surface
•Replacement dies available for a variety of terminals

CRIMPING TOOL FOR WIRE FERRULES AWG 2218/614/1210

SKU JAW TYPE DIN WEIGHT PRICE
10188 A 0.5-1.0/1.5-2.5/4-6 MM2 1.2lbs $51.60

Exchange Dies with Ease—No Tools Required

Quick Die 
Exchange

No Tools 
Required  6 Settings

Adjustable  
Tension

Easy to Use

Rubberized 
Grips

Rubberized comfort grips

Precisely milled, hardened steel dies

Built-in ratchet applies correct pressure 
to ensure a complete crimp every time

Quick die 
replacement, 

no tools required!
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Crimping Tool for Wire Ferrules 
AWG 26-22/24-18/22-16

Aven’s professional-grade crimping tool has a smooth ratcheting mechanism that creates uniform and secure crimps every time. A precise 
ratcheting mechanism ensures the same amount of crimping force for all crimps. The patented design allows for quick die change without any 
tools and ergonomic handles are made from a special bi-component material, ensuring a cushioned and non-slippery surface. Replacement 
dies sold separately in a variety of terminals.

•Patented design allows for quick die change without any tools
•Built-in ratchet applies correct pressure to ensure a complete crimp every time
•Ergonomic comfortable handles ensure a cushioned and non-slippery surface
•Replacement dies available for a variety of terminals

CRIMPING TOOL FOR WIRE FERRULES AWG 2622/2428/2216

SKU JAW TYPE DIN WEIGHT PRICE
10189 A3 0.1-0.5/0.25-1.0/0.5-1.5 MM2 1.2lbs $51.60

Exchange Dies with Ease—No Tools Required

Rubberized comfort grips

Precisely milled, hardened steel dies

Quick Die 
Exchange

No Tools 
Required  6 Settings

Adjustable  
Tension

Easy to Use

Rubberized 
Grips

Built-in ratchet applies correct pressure 
to ensure a complete crimp every time

Quick die 
replacement, 

no tools required!
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Crimping Tool for Wire Ferrules
12 to 22 AWG

Aven’s professional-grade crimping tool is designed to crimp ferrules AWG 12-22. The 
tool has a smooth ratcheting mechanism that creates uniform and secure crimps every 
time. A precise ratcheting mechanism ensures the same amount of crimping force for 
all crimps. The patented design allows for quick die change without any tools and 
ergonomic handles are made from a special bi-component material, ensuring 
a cushioned and non-slippery surface. Replacement dies sold separately in a 
variety of terminals. 

•Patented design allows for quick die change without any tools
•Built-in ratchet applies correct pressure to ensure a complete crimp every time
•Ergonomic comfortable handles ensure a cushioned and non-slippery surface
•Replacement dies available for a variety of terminals

CRIMPING TOOL FOR WIRE FERRULES AWG 1222

SKU ITEM NAME WEIGHT PRICE
10178 Crimping Tool for Wire Ferrules AWG 12-22 1.2 lb $49.37

Quick die 
replacement, 

no tools required!

Quick Die 
Exchange

No Tools 
Required  6 Settings

Adjustable  
Tension

Easy to Use

Rubberized 
Grips

Built-in ratchet applies correct pressure 
to ensure a complete crimp every time

Rubberized comfort grips

Precisely milled, hardened steel dies

Exchange Dies with Ease—No Tools Required
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Crimping Tool for Heat Shrink Butt Terminals 
AWG 22-18/16-14/12-10/8

Aven’s professional-grade crimping tool has a smooth ratcheting mechanism that creates uniform and secure crimps every time. A precise 
ratcheting mechanism ensures the same amount of crimping force for all crimps. The patented design allows for quick die change without any 
tools and ergonomic handles are made from a special bi-component material, ensuring a cushioned and non-slippery surface. Replacement 
dies sold separately in a variety of terminals.

•Patented design allows for quick die change without any tools
•Built-in ratchet applies correct pressure to ensure a complete crimp every time
•Ergonomic comfortable handles ensure a cushioned and non-slippery surface
•Replacement dies available for a variety of terminals

CRIMPING TOOL FOR HEAT SHRINK BUTT TERMINALS 2218/1614/1210/8 AWG

SKU JAW TYPE DIN WEIGHT PRICE
10190 A1 0.5-1.0/1.5-2.5/4-6/10 mm2 1.2lbs $49.37

Exchange Dies with Ease—No Tools Required

Rubberized comfort grips

Precisely milled, hardened steel dies

Quick Die 
Exchange

No Tools 
Required  6 Settings

Adjustable  
Tension

Easy to Use

Rubberized 
Grips

Built-in ratchet applies correct pressure 
to ensure a complete crimp every time


